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In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

ERICK 0. LINDBLOM, et. al.

Plaintiffs in Error,

vs.

JULIUS FALLET,

Defendant in Error.

BRIEF OF DEFENDANT IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OE THE CASE

This case is best stated by a condensation of the

pleadings, which follows:

SUBSTANCE OF THE COMPLAINT.

1. Defendants Lindblom, Lindeberg and Bryn-

teson were partners, under the name, Pioneer Min-

ing Company.

2. They were owners and in possession of placer

Claim 1. Below Discovery on Anvil Creek, Nome Dis-

trict, Alaska.

3. Plaintiff was an experienced and skilled

practical placer miner, and knew the formation of

Anvil Creek, and the location of the pay-streak in

said Claim 1, as well as the most practical way of



working the mine; and none of the defendants had

any practical knowledge of placer mining, and little

if any knowledge of the value of pay-dirt, and no

confidence in their ability to develop, open up and

work their said Claim 1.

4. On the 15th day of June, 1899, plaintiff (de-

fendant in error) and defendants (plaintiffs in error)

entered into a contract by which it was agreed that

plaintiff' would take charge of, prospect, open up and

develop said claim, and work it in such a manner as

to extract the greatest possible amount of gold there-

from, with the least possible cost having due regard

for the proper and systematical working of the mine;

that as compensation he was to have 7% of the net

amount of gold and gold-dust and other precious

metals extracted from said claim during the year

1899.

5. That defendants from time to time promised

to have the contract reduced to writing, but that was

never done and so it remained an oral contract.

6. That under the contract plaintiff took

charge of the mine about the 20th day of June, 1899>

prospected it, opened it up and developed and worked

it and constructed bed-rock drains on the claim and

by about the 20th day of July, 1899, had the claim

opened up and was prepared to work and sluice out

the earth and extract the gold therefrom.



7. On or about July 20th, 1809, defendants, in

violation of their said agreement entered upon the

claim, prevented plaintiff from working it and ex-

cluded him from the claim, taking possession of it

themselves, and thereafter mined and worked it, and

extracted a large amount of gold dust, namely $125,-

000, during th3 season of 1899, and refused to p.iy him

any part of or percentage thereof, to his damage

$7,000.00. For which sum he prays judgment.

8. Plaintiff was able and willing to perform the

contract on his part.

THE ANSWER

The answer of the defendants denies making of

the contract alleged to have been made; denies the

allegations of plaintiffs taking charge and opening

up the claim; denies their alleged wrongfully putting

plaintiff out of the claim and preventing his work-

ing it and denies their own working it and the

amount of gold taken out.

Defendants allege, as the only contract between

them and the plaintiff a contract in writing, dated

May 2, 1899, which is set forth in the records (pages

10 and 11), and which does not differ materially

from the oral contract alleged by the plaintiff, ex-

cept as to the period of its duration and except that

on its face applies specifically to certain other claims

and does mention Claim No. 1 Below.
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They then allege (Records, pp 12 and 13) a re-

lease of their liability on the written contract, on

July 20, 1899.

THE REPLY
The reply of the plaintiff (Record, pp. 15 and 1G)

admits the making of the written contract but denies

it is the only contract made by him; and alleges

that the written contract refers to a different claim,

namely, Claim 6 above and Discovery claim, and

alleges that it was understood and agreed before and

at the time the written contract was made; that it

was to include only Claim 6 and Discovery, and had

no relation whatever to Claim 1 below Discovery,

which was the subject of the contract sued upon; and

that the release of liability pleaded in the answer

refers only to Claim 6 and Discovery, and had no

relation whatever to the contract concerning Claim 1.

THE TRIAL

The case was tried by jury, and a verdict was

rendered in favor of plaintiff (defendant in error) for

11000.00 (Record, p. 17); and judgment was given on

the verdict (Record, pp. 18, 19).

First Alleged Error: The refusal of the Court

t
) direct a verdict for defendants (Record, p. 81).



The Court was asked by this request, to take the

case from the jury, in face of abundant evidence to

support a verdict for plaintiff:

(1) As to the existence of the oral contract

alleged by plaintiff, the direct testimony of plaintiff

to the making of the contract, who says he went to

Nome in April, 1899, because of a letter he had from

defendant Lindblom; then he became acquainted

with defendant Lindberg, another of the partners,

and about the first of May made an arrangement with

the three to work on their Anvil Creek properties

(Record, pp. 21, 22).

That agreement was written by C. 0. Lovell;

after making this written agreement went up to

Claim 6 and Discovery; and while on Claim 6 made

an agreement relative to the Claim 1 Below, which

was not reduced to writing. It was made with Lind-

blom at the camp on Claim 6 in a tent, in the first

part of July, 1899. "Lindblom says to me, 'You can

get the same kind of lay on No. 1 Below, Julius, if

you want to go down and open that claim; you can

get the same percentage for that, just the same as was

on No. 6 above Discovery and Discovery.' I told

him 'all right, I would go clown'; I went down the

next morning and put the men to work on the drain

ditch, also part of the men to cross-cutting, where

Mr. Lindeberg had started in to find the pay streak,

and found the pay streak very rich. I put 7 or 8 men



to work that clay. I afterwards found the pay streak

(Record pp. 21 to 24).

Defendant Lindblom admitted the contract on

Claim 1 as distinct from the other claims. (Fallet's

testimony, record pp. 32, 33.)

Frank Martin testifies he heard them make the

contract with respect to Claim 1. Thinks it was about

3d or 4th of July, 1899. It was in a tent on Claim 6-

Witness had been working on Claim 6 about 15 days*

Lindblom said to Fallet: "Look here at what 1 am
going to do for you. J give you a lay on 6 and Dis-

covery claim on Anvil, for 7 per cent., and now I

want you to go down to No. 1 Below and open up that

claim and I will give you the same percentage as you

are getting on these two claims;" to which plaintiff re-

plied, "I will go you, Lindblom," and he went down that

very same morning, says the witness, down the creek to

No. 1 Below, an 1 the witness went an hour or two later.

"It was mentioned at that time that this lay was only

for 1899." Plaintiff went down and took charge of

claim No. 1 Below, and worked there about 2'"> days.

Witness passed there every day and sometimes twice

a day; and plaintiff put the witness to work

on Claim 1 Below. Plaintiff cross-cut the claim and

cut a drain ditch. Witness saw him cross cutting, set-

ting sluice boxes and similar work. (Record pp. 44-

5-6),
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On the same day of the release, but after it was made,

plaintiff told this witness in presence of defendant

Lindblom that he, plaintiff, was then going out to work

on No. 1 Below, (p. 52) which could not have

been the case if the release had related to Claim 1.

Witness Eagan testified to a conversation in his

presence between plaintiff and defendant Lindblom,

in which plaintiff was insisting on his 7 per cent

under the contract, and Lindblom admitted he had

promised him 7 per cent, but said that he thought 1

per cent was enough. Lindblom said they had taken

about $100,000 in 1899, that 1 per cent of that sum

would make $1000, and that was enough for plaintiff

to get. (Record, p. 55).

Witness J. D. Morgan testified that Lindblom

told him he "hdd employed Fallet (plaintiff) to open

No. 1 Below on the same terms that he had em

ployed him to open up Discovery and No. 6.'

(Record, p. 58).

Witness R. J. Parks testified that some time in

July, 1899, he was trying to purchase Claim 1 Below

from defendants, and defendant Lindeberg told him

he would have to take Fallet (plaintiff) along with

the claim because Fallet had a contract with them

that went with the claim; that Fallet had a 7 per
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cent interest in any gold that was taken out during

1899." (Record, pp. 65-6).

The foregoing is not all the evidence shown by

the record in support of the allegation of the com-

plaint with respect to the contract for Claim 1 Below,

but it is enough. In the face of this evidence it can

not be said there was nothing to be considered by

the jury on the question of the existence of the con-

tract.

There is no pretense that plaintiff did not take

charge of the work on No. 1 Below and continue it

till he was put off as testified to by himself. (Record,

pp. 30-1) and it is not disputed in the evidence that

he was prevented from going on with the work.

The omy remaining question is that of the

amount of damages. And on this point the evidence

not only supports the verdict, but would support a

verdict for a much greater amount. In fact, one

finds it difficult to perceive how the jury found the

small amount of $1,000. The pay strip was 100 feet

wide and 12 to 20 inches deep, with but 2| feet to

strip off; and the pay strip prospected as high as $8 to

the pan. (Record, p. 25.) And Lindblom told him

they took out of that claim that year over $100,000.

(Record, pp. 37-8.)
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Witness Martin saw one clean-up on No. 1 Be-

low, about the 15th of August, 1899, and two gold-

panfuls of gold came out at that clean-up; and he

heard Lindblom say many times that was one of the

best claims on the creek. (Record, p. 51.)

Witness Eagan was told by Lindblom thai they

got $30,C00 at one clean-up from No. 1 Below. (Rec-

ord, p. 55.)

In 1900 Defendant Lindeberg in a conversation

with witness Parks, who, it will be recollected, had in

July, 1899, thought of buying the claim, that he had

made a mistake in not doing so, as it would have

made him rich; that they had taken out of that claim

in 1899 over $200,000.

Plaintiffs in Error contend that Claim 1 Below

was embraced in the within contract of May 1, 1899,

(Record, pp. 11-12) and therefore there could not

have been a separate contract subsequently made

with relation to that claim. The written contract

mentioned the ground covered by it as the "Anvil

Creek property" of the partners, but it specifies Claim

6 Above and Discovery as the ground which Pallet

was to have his percentage, and this, too, so definitely

and exclusively as to leave no possible room for him

to claim compensation from Claim 1 Below; so the

contention of Plaintiffs in Error comes to the proposi-
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lion that Fallet undertook to work all properties that

the other parties had on Anvil Creek, but was to be

paid for working none but the two claims specifically

mentioned—No. G Above and Discovery. A con-

struction involving such result would hardly be

adopted unless absolutely compelled by the language

of the instrument; and the instrument under con-

sideration here does not compel it, for the two claims

specifically mentioned fullfil the general terms,

"Anvil Creek property." The instrument as a whole

simply says Fallet is to open and work the Anvil

Creek property of the other parties, namely Claims

No. (> Above and Discovery, and is to have 7 per cent

of the output—a rational contract and not the irra-

tional one, which plaintiffs in error contend for.

Besides, if No. 1 Below was embraced in the

written contract, how could there have been a subse-

quent offer by the parties to Fallet, of the same terms on

No. 1 Below, except as to the duration of the contract, as

he already had on No. 6 Above and Discovery, and an

acceptance of that offer by Fallet? That offer and

acceptance are absolutely meaningless, and morally

impossible, if Fallet already had a contract in writing

covering No. 1 Below, and with better terms to him-

self than those which were offered, in that it would

give him his percentage not only for that one year

but until the claim should be exhausted, and in case

of sale of the ground 7 per cent of the proceeds.

But when the instrument is read as covering only the
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ground that itspecifies, the contract itself is relieved of

the irrational and one-sided character which plaintiffs

in error claim for it, and the testimony relative to

the offer and acceptance of similar terms for the year

1899 on Claim 1 Below becomes intelligible and

rational.

In face of all this evidence of the contract, of

plaintiff's entering upon its performance, of his ex-

pulsion in violation of it, and of its value as a min-

ing lay, it would have been a violent if not an unpre-

cedented usurpation of the function of the jury if the

Court had directed a verdict for the defendants.

The Second Alleged Error: The charge com-

plained of is in the form only of the instruction at-

tacked; that the Court in mentioning the oral con-

tract alleged in the complaint said the date according

to the complaint was June 15, 1899, but "according

to the evidence, at a later date;" and plaintiff in error

seems to take this as an expression of opinion by the

Court that plaintiff had proved the contract. Passing

over the question whether an expression of such an

opinion would be ground of reversal, it is manifest

the Court merely referred to this as a discrepancy be-
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tween the date alleged in the complaint and the time

to which the testimony relative to the alleged con-

tract referred; and that no intelligent jury would

have understood it as intimating that the contract

was to be taken by the jury as a proved fact.

And this appears with absolute clearness and

precision in other parts of the charge of the Court.

"If you believe from the evidence that the defendant

Lindblom made an oral agreement," &c. (Record, p. 87)

.

// you, however, find from the evidence that the defend-

ants Y13V2Y entered into the oral contract," efce. (Record,

p. 88.)

The Fifth and Seventh alleged errors: The Third,

Fourth and Sixth points assigned as error are not

presented in the brief of plaintiff in error; and it is

respectfully submitted that the points directed

against the Fifth and Seventh are not sustained by a

fair reading of the instructions attacked by these

two assignments; and that the charge of the Court,

taken as a whole, is a fair and just presentation of

the law, and that the jury could not have been mis-

led by the supposed inaccuracy of phraseology on

which the criticisms of plaintiffs in error are based.

Defendant in Error therefore asks affirmance of

the judgment.

W. LAIR HILL,

Attorney for Defendant in Error.


